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Dayve Rampas says

Love this book though it involves nonsense conversations about certain topics. I laughed a lot while reading
through the conversation about Superman (he should be called alien because he's a Kryptonian, and coward),
Light Bulb, and pregnant women should not get a seat (or they would crush the baby's head).

Garrett Zecker says

I got this as a free kindle giveaway, and unfortunately, I felt as though this was a classic example of the
audience not entirely being matched up with the medium. This was a sort-of comic strip in Kindle format
that was a sampler from six longer “issue” versions of the piece.

I felt like this was definitely geared toward the 16-21 college-aged mindset that is essentially a poorly
executed Dave Barry-like column in a different medium that is for an audience with an attention span that
responds well to one giant page of text and a big comic repetitive on every page save for a change in facial
expression of our two protagonists. It is everyday philosophy of the young-set musing on exactly what the
title says - “pointless conversations” - so essentially I was walking into something that was advertised from
the outset.

I do wonder, though, if the audience that this is geared toward is not entirely in need of this piece. Don’t they
have conversations about this on their own without it being written down? Is it necessary to document the
pointlessness of some conversations, or is there some inherent need for more randomness? It reminds me of
several podcasts that I have listened to on recommendation that are just two hours of nonsensical rantings by
young drunken “philosophers” saying very little of anything. I unsubscribed and never revisited them, even
though I gave it a shot like I did with this piece.

Yes, it is the best of pointless conversations, but who says its bland, narcissistic everyday intellectualism is
worth the time it takes to read it? It’s not for me, and I wonder why it needs to be recorded in this medium
for posterity when there are many other mediums that, while I do not like the content, do it better.

Florencia says

These are pointless conversations; endless babble about the excruciating minutiae of every single daily event.
I should've liked it. But no. Reading them was tiresome. Meaningless babble must be listened to. Besides,
unless you're one of these guys, "What's the deal with" doesn't make any sense.
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Sam says

Very entertaining and amusing, including a few laugh out loud moments, this collection takes one
conversation from each of the first six issues including the cowardise of Superman, the risks of time travel in
Back to the Future, using lightbulbs to clean house, Robin Hood and the use of children in battle, train
etiquette and the practicalities of the Star Trek Holodeck. This is the first time I've come across these but
they really did tickle me, and they make some excellent points (and also some not so excellent points).

AdeNike says

I wasn't actually going to read this book at first.

Just as the title implies, it's all about pointless conversations, BUT, taking a deeper look some of the
conversations aren't that pointless after all, such has the superman's theory.

Once can also relate to some of the style of conversations, because these are conversations who hold with
some ''crazy'' friends of ours and others would be wondering, ''what in the world are these people saying??''
lol!!!

It's also highly entertaining!!!!!!

....................Spoiler alert................
I don't know if this can be counted as a spoiler.
This is my first time knowing about a bulb, that produces ions which increases the vitamins in the air, dirt,
viruses,........... It doesn't stop there, it can also help mental alertness, headaches...... lol!!!

Leland Tompkins says

I loved this story its dum but cool

So cool it does have a lot of pointless. Conversions its cool tho you need to read this story. So
cool.???????????.

Terri says

I've had conversations like this at work and with friends. Awesome!



Sharat Faqurudheen says

The title says it all.

While the boys had it's funny moments, there's nothing new or remarkable about the topics that we haven't
heard before

ToniRae says

Funny ?

Funny ?

it was free but was it funny not one bit don't buy this book.. it's not worth it at all

Luna Myst says

Funny

I was reading it, and noticed multiple blanks pages. I'm unsure if this was simply due to some sort of loading
problem, or if the book was meant to be like that, however, I did find what I could see hilarious.

Glire says

Tansy says

Funny short and silly

Ethan Wells says

Utterly pointless but funny

This book was hilarious hahahhahhahahahah hahahha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha



Sarahanne says

Fairly random. Too short. But funny and silly - in a random way.

Aneirys says

When they said it was...

...they where not kidding.


